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Abstract
A short review of two measurements recently published by KLOE/KLOE–2 collaborations is presented. Namely the most stringent
limits of the CPT-violating parameters ∆aµ for neutral kaons, and the absolute branching ratio of K+ → π+π−π+(γ) decay. In
addition a discussion of starting KLOE–2 project is performed.
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1. Introduction
The K LOng Experiment completed its data taking
campaign in 2006. The detector designed for neutral
and charged kaons studies operated at the DAΦNE e+e−
collider [1] with a c.m. energy working point equal to
the φ meson mass, where kaons were produced in pairs
from the φ meson decay (BR(φ → KK) ≈ 83%). To-
tal data sample corresponding to 2.5fb−1 of integrated
luminosity allowed to study discrete symmetries and to
precisely measure dominant kaon branching ratios. Re-
cently an upgraded KLOE detector started operation to
extend KLOE physics program (KLOE–2).
2. KLOE detection setup
The KLOE system consists mainly of two detectors:
a cylindrical drift chamber with diameter of 4m [2] sur-
rounded by an electromagnetic calorimeter [3], both im-
mersed in 0.5T magnetic field. High performance of
drift chamber for momentum and vertex reconstruction
(σp⊥/p⊥ < 0.4% for θ > 45◦; ∼150 µm in trans-
verse plane) and excellent time and energy resolution
of the calorimeter (σt = 57ps/
√
E(GeV) ⊕ 100ps;
σE/E = 5.7%/
√
E(GeV)) ensure high quality of col-
lected data. The φ meson produced in e+e− collisions
has only a small momentum in z direction (∼ 15MeV).
Since kaons are always produced in pairs from φ de-
cay, identification of only one of them allows for four-
momentum determination of the second one. This is the
so called tagging technique.
3. CPT symmetry and Lorentz invariance test
The CPT symmetry as a simultaneous composition
of charged conjugation (C), parity (P) and time reversal
(T) appears to be the only respected discrete symmetry
in Nature. Tiny CPT symmetry violations might appear
in conjunction with Lorentz symmetry breaking [4]. In
view of an effective field theory (Standard Model Ex-
tension) [5–7] for neutral kaons the CPT violation is in-
troduced in the mixing parameter δK , with an additional
dependence on the four-momentum of kaon:
δK ≈ i sinφS WeiφS WγK(∆a0 − ~βK · ∆~a)/∆m, (1)
where γK and ~βK are the boost factor and velocity of
the kaon in the observer rest frame, respectively, φS W =
arctan(2∆m/∆Γ) is the superweak phase with ∆m and
∆Γ the differences of mass and width between KS and
KL, respectively, and ∆aµ are four CPT and Lorentz vi-
olating coefficients [5–7]. Determination of these pa-
rameters are naturally performed in the reference frame
of fixed stars. Since φ meson is produced at DAΦNE
almost at rest p1 ∼ −p2 and δK(~p1) , δK(~p2), where ~pi
denotes momentum of each kaon. On the other side the
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K mesons produced in φ meson decays are in a coherent
quantum state (JPC = 1−−) and the initial state can be
written as:
|i〉 = N√
2
[∣∣∣KS (~p1)〉
∣∣∣KL(~p2)〉
−
∣∣∣KL(~p1)〉
∣∣∣KS (~p2)〉
]
,
(2)
where N =
√(
1 + |ǫS |2
) (
1 + |ǫL|2
)
/(1 − ǫS ǫL) ≈ 1 is a
normalization factor, and ǫS ,L = ǫK ± δK . The known
contribution from CP symmetry violation is introduced
as ǫK . The experimental observable from the integra-
tion of equation (2) over the sum of proper decay times
τ1 + τ2 at fixed time difference ∆τ = τ1 − τ2 is the fol-
lowing [8]:
I f1 f2 (∆τ) ∝ e−Γ|∆τ|
[
|η1|2 e
1
2∆Γ∆τ + |η2|2 e
1
2∆Γ∆τ
−2Re
(
η1η
∗
2e
−i∆m∆τ)] (3)
where η j = 〈 f j|T |KL〉 / 〈 f j| T |KS 〉 ≃ ǫK − δK(~p j, ts), f1
and f2 denote kaon final states, Γ = ΓS + ΓL. In the
reported measurement f1 = f2 = π+π− and due to the
fully destructive quantum interference at ∆τ = 0 the
distribution (3) is sensitive to changes of η1/η2 ratio.
At KLOE the measurement of φ → KS KL →
π+π−π+π− reaction has been performed in order to ob-
tain the ∆aµ parameters from the fit of equation (3) to
experimental data. The selection criteria are based on:
• the invariant mass of the tracks connected to a ver-
tex,
• two-body kinematics,
• missing momentum and energy.
The total contamination of signal is 1.5% mostly from
kaons regenerated on the beam pipe, whereas the avera-
ge signal efficiency is ∼25%. Taking into account detec-
tor localization on Earth as well as rotation and move-
ment of Earth itself the space-time coordinates of se-
lected events are transformed to the sidereal frame. A
proper fit of the experimental I(∆τ) distribution yields
the following values of the four parameters of Standard
Model Extension at KLOE are [9]:
∆a0 = (−6.0 ± 7.7stat ± 3.1syst) × 10−18 GeV,
∆ax = ( 0.9 ± 1.5stat ± 0.6syst) × 10−18 GeV,
∆ay = (−2.0 ± 1.5stat ± 0.5syst) × 10−18 GeV,
∆az = ( 3.1 ± 1.7stat ± 0.5syst) × 10−18 GeV.
At present the reported values are the most precise
measurement of these parameters in the quark sector
of Standard Model Extension and the first independent
measurement of all four parameters in the kaon sector.
4. BR(K+ → pi+pi−pi+(γ)) measurement
The last measurement of BR(K± → π±π+π−) was
performed in 1972 without information about the radia-
tion cut-off [10] whereas value reported in PDG [11] is
obtained from a global fit that does not use any of the
available BR(K± → π±π+π−) measurements but the rate
measurement Γ(π+π+π−) = (4.511 ± 0.024) × 106 s−1
published in 1970 [12]. In the π0π0 invariant mass dis-
tribution of data collected by NA48 a cusp-like anomaly
at M00 = 2mπ+ can be observed [13]. The interpretation
is the final state charge-exchange reaction π+π− → π0π0
in K± → π±π+π− decay [14, 15]. Based on the fit of
models [16] and [17, 18] to experimental M200 distri-
bution the difference between the S-wave ππ scattering
lengths in the isospin I=0 and I=2 states was deter-
mined [19], where the main source of uncertainty was
due to the ratio of the branching ratios K± → π±π−π+
and K± → π±π0π0.
New measurement performed at KLOE [20] is based
on the two samples selected with the usage of K± →
µ±ν(γ) (Kµ2 tags) and K± → π±π0(γ) (Kπ2 tags) events.
These independent samples of pure kaons for the signal
selection are useful for systematic uncertainties evalu-
ation and cross-checks [21]. The above mentioned de-
cays are identified from the momentum of the charged
secondary track in the kaon rest frame evaluated us-
ing the pion mass hypothesis, the selection efficiency
of the two tagging normalization samples are similar
and about 36%. In order to reduce influence of the trig-
ger efficiency on the signal side a normalization sam-
ple of Kµ2 or Kπ2 tags is selected. In addition K− is
used as the tagging kaon (Kµ2 or Kπ2) and K+ as the
tagged kaon (signal) due to factor of ∼ 103 lower the
nuclear cross section for positive kaons with momenta
∼100MeV with respect to that of negative kaons [22].
To evaluate the momentum of the tagged kaon at the
interaction point (IP) the momentum of the tagging kaon
at the IP (backward extrapolated from its first hit in
the drift chamber (DC)) and momentum of the φ-meson
measured run by run with Bhabha scattering events are
used. Then momentum of K+ is extrapolated inside
the DC (path of the signal kaon). Requirement of the
position of K+ decay vertex inside inner radius of the
drift chamber is applied in order to decrease number of
charged track in the DC, since both kaon and pions have
momenta lower than ∼ 200MeV and therefore curl up
in the KLOE magnetic field, which increases number of
tracks reconstructed with low quality. Additionally only
two of the pion tracks are reconstructed to search for a
vertex along the signal kaon path.
The number of K+ → π+π−π+(γ) is extracted from
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the comparison of the MC-predicted shapes for the sig-
nal and the background and the experimental missing
mass spectrum m2
miss = E
2
miss − (pK+ − p1 − p2)2 where
p1 and p2 are the momenta of the selected tracks.
The branching ratio is given by:
BR(K+ → π+π−π+(γ)) = NK→3π
Ntag
× 1
ǫ
(4)
where NK→3π is the number of signal events, Ntag is the
number of tagged events and ǫ is the overall signal se-
lection efficiency (detector acceptance, reconstruction
efficiency, tag bias, corrections for the machine and
cosmic-ray background).
The effect of the influence of the charged kaon life-
time through the detector acceptance on the BR(K+ →
π+π+π−(γ)) was also evaluated based on the MC simula-
tion and then applied as weight to the MC events, both
for the signal and the control sample selection proce-
dures.
Averaging two results for K− → µ−ν¯(γ) and K− →
π−π0(γ) samples, accounting for correlations, the final
result of the measurement is [20]:
BR(K+ → π+π−π+(γ)) = 0.05565
±0.00031stat ± 0.00025syst,
(5)
which is fully inclusive of final-state radiation and has a
0.72% accuracy, which makes it a factor ≃ 5 better with
respect to the previous measurement [10].
5. KLOE–2 project
The KLOE detection system is now upgraded with
the Inner Tracker detector [23], which will improve res-
olution on the vertex position and acceptance for tracks
with low transverse momentum; with two pairs of small
angle tagging devices to detect low (Low Energy Tagger
- LET [24]) and high (High Energy Tagger - HET [25])
energy e+e− originated from e+e− → e+e−X reactions;
new crystal calorimeters (CCALT) to cover the low po-
lar angle region to increase acceptance for very for-
ward electrons and photons down to 8◦ [26]; and a tile
calorimeter (QCALT) used for the detection of pho-
tons coming from KL decays in the drift chamber [27].
These upgrades will improve systematic uncertainties
for KLOE–2 measurements [28], while statistical un-
certainties will be improved due to higher luminosity of
the DAΦNE collider.
6. Conclusions
Recent results of KLOE explore fundamental sym-
metries with 10−18GeV sensitivity on Standard Model
Extension parameters with application of kaon interfer-
ometry, and completes the KLOE program of precision
measurements of the dominant kaon branching ratios.
The new KLOE–2 setup started operations at an up-
graded DAΦNE collider for an extension of the original
KLOE physics program.
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